
ODOT District Work Zone Traffic Managers Meeting  
with OCA & ATSSA 

January 12, 2017 @ 9:00 A.M., Room 4A 
 

MEETING MINUTES 
 

LIST OF ATTENDEES 
NAME REPRESENTING EMAIL 

Duane Soisson ODOT Roadway Engineering Duane.Soisson@dot.ohio.gov 
Bill Feehan ODOT Roadway Engineering William.Feehan@dot.ohio.gov 

Scott Roeder ODOT Roadway Engineering Scott.Roeder@dot.ohio.gov 
Emily Willis ODOT Roadway Engineering Emily.Willis@dot.ohio.gov 
Dan Groh ODOT Construction Dan.Groh@dot.ohio.gov 

Kristopher Osterhage ODOT D1 Kristopher.Osterhage@dot.ohio.gov 
Matthew Rosebrock ODOT D1 Matthew.Rosebrock@dot.ohio.gov 

Patrick Hinkle ODOT D2 Patrick.Hinkle@dot.ohio.gov 
Jordan Maas ODOT D2 Jordan.Maas@dot.ohio.gov 

Scott Ockunzzi ODOT D3 Scott.Ockunzzi@dot.ohio.gov 
Christine Copeland ODOT D4 Christine.Copeland@dot.ohio.gov 
Michael Simpkins ODOT D4 Michael.Simpkins@dot.ohio.gov 

Jonathan Ryan ODOT D5 Jonathan.Ryan@dot.ohio.gov 
Gary Fetherolf ODOT D6 Gary.Fetherolf@dot.ohio.gov 
Phil Stormer ODOT D7 Phil.Stormer@dot.ohio.gov 
Scott Kraus ODOT D8 Scott.Kraus@dot.ohio.gov 

Patricia Wetzel ODOT D9 Patricia.Wetzel@dot.ohio.gov 
Chris Varcolla ODOT D11 Chris.Varcolla@dot.ohio.gov 
Scott Warner ODOT D11 Scott.Warner@dot.ohio.gov 
Dennis Oneil ODOT D12 Dennis.Oneil@dot.ohio.gov 

Ron Garczewski Ohio FHWA Ron.Garczewski@dot.gov 
Cecil Brown ATSSA/Hill & Smith Cecil.Brown@hillandsmith.com 

Parr Peterson ATSSA/Paul Peterson Co parrp@ppco.net 
Barry Waites City of Columbus bwwaites@columbus.gov 
Chris Engle OCA cengle@ohiocontractors.org 

Travis Bonnett Ohio Turnpike Travis.Bonnett@ohioturnpike.org 
 
 
 

1) Meeting Minutes ............................................................................................................................ 
Meeting minutes for the October 13, 2016 meeting were sent out via email on 10/27/16. No corrections or 
comments were received. The meeting minutes stand as originally submitted. 

 
2) Safety Messages on PCMS .......................................................................................... Emily Willis 

Reminder to follow the statewide process for Safety Messages on PCMS. These are not to be in/near work zones. 
Phil/D7 asked how far outside of the work zone? Duane said that judgement would need used but generally 
before the ROAD WORK AHEAD signage and outside any other signage for the work zone if there is extra advance 
warning signs or PCMS in use. Emily added that we don’t want them to distract from the other elements or 
signage within a work zone.  

 



3) TMC Courtesy Notifications for Work Zone Impacts .............................. Emily Willis/Bill Feehan 
The courtesy notifications have been in place for about a month now. A sample notification was shown. Any 
feedback on the courtesy notifications? For districts that have received them, has it been helpful? Scott/D8 said 
that he has received 2 and likes the notices. Emily noted that D12 has received one and previously said that they 
liked them.  
 
For districts that have not received any, are you aware of any times that you would have expected (in hindsight 
after learning about the event) to receive one but didn’t and was visible on the cameras? No one shared any 
instances of this.  
 
Phil/D7 asked what email address to send info to if they want to make them aware of something ahead of time. 
This would be the Statewide TMC, John McKnabb and Dominic Delcol.  ORE will send out this information (see 
Action Item for this information for an update to the people to be included on the email).  

 
ACTION ITEM: ORE to send out email information to Districts.  1-13-17 Emily updated the written 
notification plan to include email addresses for all referenced within the plan and sent the update to the 
Districts. When Districts email notice of a scheduled significant impact they are to send this to Dominic Delcol 
and John Mcknabb with cc’s to Bill Feehan and Statewide TMC. See the written plan for what information to 
include in the email. Sending this prior notice will minimize or eliminate the TMC’s need to send a notification 
to your during that specific scheduled operation. ............................................................................... COMPLETE 

 
4) 2016 FHWA Work Zone Focused Inspections .......................................... Ron Garczewski/FHWA 

Ron presented his findings from the 2016 FHWA Work Zone Focused Inspections and shared examples of 
concerns found. 2016 inspections were generally performed the same as in 2015 but there were a few 
modifications. It is yet to be determined if the inspections will continue in 2017.  
 
Cecil/ATSSA asked if FHWA had any thoughts on requiring anchoring on runs of barrier (other than on bridge 
decks)? Ron said that he feels it depends on the situation but is ultimately a question for ODOT. Duane noted that 
this is already under discussion in house. Dan thought that there was something that prevented this, direction 
from Maria Ruppe from back when she was here. Emily noted that she had previously stated that there was some 
reason that runs were not to be anchored when traffic was on both sides of the barrier (uni- or bi-directional).  
 

5) 2017 PLCS Update ....................................................................................................... Emily Willis 
The PLCS update was started back in November and, as with prior year, has encountered issues during the 
update. Once DoIT was complete with the update initially I ran the test and found a lot of issues with volumes, 
etc. It was sent back to DoIT and they worked with Tech Services to determine where the issue was. Apparently 
the “Abnormal” flagged counts were not eliminated from the data set. This has now been done and is ready for 
my testing. Once I am comfortable with the update based upon a few spot checks I will ask them to release it to 
Production. I hope this will be in the next few weeks.  
 
Dan Groh asked if the PLCS is updated once a year. Emily said yes, updated system wide with updated volume 
data once a year but the districts have the ability to update other parameters if needed at other times in the year 
too (adding notes, changing the segment to add recently completed lane additions, etc). 

 
6) 2017 Project List and Metric Monitoring Effort ................................ Duane Soisson/ Bill Feehan 

In the past we had used the grant enforcement as a basis/starting point for which project to add for metric 
monitoring and we have since realized that this is not the best way to determine which ones to monitor. We 
would like the following information from the districts and will use this to build the list of projects for metrics.  
A) Districts please submit a list of ALL long term interstate projects for 2017 to ORE by Wednesday Feb 15, 

2017. These will be used for metric monitoring (crash database, mobility reports and speed comparisons). If 
you are a district that is part of the GLRTOC and have already submitted a list of projects through that 
process then that will fulfill the need for this item.   

B) Bill has requested information about the projects that were being monitored in 2016 and which projects will 
need to remain and which projects are complete and can be removed. Please respond to Bill by Wednesday 
Feb 15, 2017 (or sooner) with this information.   

 



ACTION ITEM: Districts to send in information for A and B above by Wednesday Feb 15, 2017.............. PENDING 
 
 
7) MOT Policy Exception Request Database ............................................................. Duane Soisson 

In an effort to better track, visualize and have MOT Policy exception request information available for executive 
management, a GIS mapping database has been developed. The functionality is limited but what could be done 
with the resources available to us quickly. Duane has shared website addresses with the districts (one that 
includes submitting capability and one that is viewing capability only) in an email dated 1/11/17). Beginning on 
January 17, 2017 this will be the way to submit any MOT policy exception requests for MOTEC/PIAC approval. 
The mapping will help us to see which approvals are still waiting to be utilized in the field. 
 
This is to be used when you have a MOT policy exception request to submit. Once submitted and received Duane 
will mark it as “Under Review” until such time that MOTEC or PIAC, as applicable based on the MOT Policy, 
renders a decision on the request.  
 
Duane reviewed the entry parameters for new submissions. Begin/end NLFID and centerline number is an 
estimate and can be entered directly or by clicking on the map. The Note area is for anything unusual (work 
description and MOT description are separate and already covered). Files cannot be uploaded but you can 
include a link to a folder where related files are stored. It was requested that we develop a file structure on the O 
drive similar to Safety Applications and have users link to that location for their submission.  
 
Christine/D4 asked how it will be noted if it is for MOTEC or PIAC? Duane said that once submitted he will 
respond letting you know. This could be a suggested addition to the system to be able to designate which applies.  
 
Phil/D7 asked if there was an entry place for cardinal/non-cardinal that he saw on one of the screens. Duane said 
no, it is based upon the entry/map selection. Each direction needs entered separately, particularly if there are 
differences between the two directions. If everything is the same for both directions then you could add a note to 
the submission for one direction saying that the it is being submitted for the other direction too and all is the 
same (or just submit it separately anyways).  

 
ORE will work to add previously approved MOT Exception Requests that are yet to be scheduled in the field. This 
continues to be a work in progress so feel free to give feedback and comments.  

 
ACTION ITEM: ORE to develop a file storage structure on the O drive for related submission documents and 
information. => established at: O:\Roadway\Work Zones\MOT Policy Exception Requests .............. COMPLETED 
ORE to update the database with any pending application and requests that have been approved but not yet 
completed. ............................................................................................................................................. PENDING  
Districts to continue to send in feedback and suggestions as they begin to use the system. .................. PENDING 

 
8) Learning from Others Segment ................................................................................... Emily Willis 

ORE will go over some of the latest situations that offer opportunity to provide teachable moments. If you 
discover a teachable moment that you would like to share, please send information to Duane, Emily and/or Bill. 
A) (None received prior to meeting. No Districts had anything to share during the meeting.)  

 
9) January 2017 Publication Briefing on Overall Topics .................................................................... 

Please refer to the publication summary sheet for information on each of these publication changes. The prior 
smart work zone proposed publications for CCTV and travel times have been placed on hold after consulting with 
Office of Traffic Operations. A few notes based on discussions have been added below.  
 
A) Egress Warning System (Smart WZ System; Various Documents) ...................................................... Bill Feehan 

It was asked what happens as the default if the sensor and the sign lose communication? Are flashing lights 
the default?  

 
ACTION ITEM: ORE to look into this and if we need to develop a default state when communication is lost then 
will submit an update for publication in April 2017 or later. .................................................................. PENDING 

 



B) Queue Detection Warning System (Smart WZ System; TEM 640-29.1/642-57) .................................. Bill Feehan 
C) MOP Update & Storage of Materials Info (MOP; MOP 614.03) ........................................ Dan Groh/Emily Willis  

The last printed version of the MOP is coming out. After this it will only be electronic.  
 

D) Clarification Regarding NO EDGE LINE Signs (CMS 614.04.A) ............................................................ Emily Willis  
E) Consolidation and Clarification for Chip Seal Signage (Various Documents) ................................ Duane Soisson  
F) Clarification for MOTAAs Regarding Required Scenarios (TEM 630-5) .............................................. Emily Willis  
G) DSD Info on Ramp Related SCD (MT-98.10/98.11) .............................................................................. Bill Feehan 
H) Multiple Lane Closures (MT-95.31/95.32/95.40/95.41) ...................................................................... Bill Feehan  
I) Barricade Symbol Updates/Clarification (Various SCDs) .................................................................... Emily Willis 

It was asked if this update addresses SCD MT-101.60 regarding the sign placement on the barricade. No, this 
publication does not address the sign placement. It addresses just the inconsistent symbol use (versions with 
the sign symbol and versions without the sign symbol, as appropriate).    

 
J) Addition of Reference to SCD MT-101.75 Impact Attenuator Placement in Regards to Contractor Access (MT-

95.40/41, 98.10/11, 98.22 and 102.10) ............................................................................................. Emily Willis  
K) Contraflow PISs/SCDs (Various Documents) ........................................................................................ Bill Feehan  
L) One-Lane Crossover Design (Contraflow) (TEM Figure 698-12 and other various sections) ............... Bill Feehan 
M) Notification of Traffic Restrictions/Notice of Closure Signs (Various TEM Sections; ORE Web) .... Duane Soisson 
N) Revision to TEM 640-8 Detours to Allow for Installation by the Contractor....................................... Emily Willis 

It was asked if information still remained in the C&MS 614.06 A and B and if that information was 
conflicting? ORE will need to look at closer but it does not appear to be in conflict. Also, Phil/D7 noted that 
this update should include “as specified in the plans”. ORE will consider.  

 
ACTION ITEM: ORE to look at C&MS 614.06 A and B and see if the information there is conflicting with the 
publication change made to TEM 640-8. If changes are needed then it would be done in the April 2017 
publication or later. ............................................................................................................................... PENDING  
ORE to add reference to specifying in the plans (such as “as specified in the plans based on District direction”) 
for additional designer guidance. If changes are proposed then would be made in July 2017 or later. .. PENDING 

  
O) LED Enhanced Signs (TEM 605-12.1/12.6) .......................................................................................... Bill Feehan  
P) Update WZSZ Documents to Instruct use of SS908 in Plans Plus Other Minor and Typographical Updates 

(Various Documents) .......................................................................................................................... Emily Willis  
Q) Arrow Board Terminology Consistency (Various Documents) ............................................................ Emily Willis  
R) EXIT CLOSED/OPEN Sign Consistency Between Like Sections (Various Documents)........ Emily Willis/Bill Feehan  
S) …Other Minor Corrections/Reference Additions/Terminology Updates/Symbol Updates ................. Emily Willis  

      
10) Road User Costs and Scope Decisions ................................................................... Duane Soisson 

Office of Hydraulics approached ORE with a concern about our Road User Cost Analysis Spreadsheet. Some 
districts are using it to justify lining culverts instead of a more appropriate fix such as replacement. The 
spreadsheet should not be determining the scope of work. It is meant to help make the decision on whether to 
detour or to maintain traffic (single lane, etc) and to be used as a way to justify incentive/disincentive amounts.  

 
11) MT-96.11 – Dual Mounted Signs ....................................................... Duane Soisson/Emily Willis 

A question has come up as we have continued to process prior revision requests for this drawing. Does anyone 
know/recall why dual mounted signs are being called for on this drawing? They have been shown as dual 
mounted at least back to the 1/30/95 drawing. Was extra emphasis intended? The related typical application 
appears to have been added to the OMUTCD (TA-12) in 2003 and has only shown as posted on one side (not 
dual) since then.  
 
Dennis/D12 – When used these are typically on rolling/hilly/curvy roadways. Dual mounting helps draw more 
attention. Patricia/D9 – Consider allowing single side for shorter durations and then if poor sight distance, etc, 
then require dual? They have developed a staff to measure for visibility in the field during design. Chris E./OCA – 
If one sign is hit then there is another to cover until the struck one is replaced, considering drivers would be 
encountering a signal that they otherwise would not anticipate. Travis/Turnpike – Suggests allowing it to be 
single sided when the duration will be 3 days or less, similar to pavement markings, etc.  



 
General consensus was that they must have been added for additional emphasis and to keep it shown as dual 
mounted as the default and to consider allowing single sided for shorter durations such as 3 or less day duration 
(or possibly even less) but still require dual in these situation if sight distance is poor.  

 
ACTION ITEM: ORE to consider these changes to MT-96.11 along with the previously proposed changes for July 
2017 publication date.. .......................................................................................................................... PENDING 

 
12) Blue Drums .................................................................................... Travis Bonnett/Ohio Turnpike 

Has anyone else seen blue drums being used to demarcate hazards within the work area? Thoughts? Concern is 
that they will be pulled out for use as a device used for traffic control. Scott/D8 has seen blue cones used behind 
the drums that were used for delineation. Ron/FHWA – As long as they aren’t being used for traffic control it 
seems ok. General consensus was the it is concerning since there is potential that they may end up getting pulled 
into a line to be used for traffic control; however, as long as that doesn’t happen and they are not used for traffic 
control then it doesn’t appear to be a conflict.  

 

 
 
13) ROAD CLOSED LOCAL TRAFFIC ONLY Sign within Official Detour ....................... Scott Kraus/D8 

Scott asks: How do other districts sign road closures? Not the MT-101.60 signage but the ROAD CLOSED LOCAL 
TRAFFIC ONLY sign within the official detour? There has been issues with trucks going up to the closure point. 
Gary/D6 – They have used additional signage indicating “no access past xxxx” or “no access to xxxx”. 
Barry/Columbus – They have used “no access to (address)” or “no access past (address or street name)” before. 
Dennis/D12 – They have opted to place the barricades in the road and have also used CB Wizard. OMUTCD TA-8 
shows barricades to the side of the roadway but may be within the roadway. MUTCD shows in the roadway but 
may be outside of the roadway. Possible conflict with OMUTCD 6F.08. There was a reason for the difference but 
the history would need to be researched further. Duane noted that there didn’t seem to be any one solution and 
that the options would need weighed for the particular situation.   

 
14) Dotted Lines in Merge Area ............................................................................. Mike Simpkins/D4 

Mike asks: We have heard reports of drivers swinging over the dotted line in the merge area into the outside lane 
(presumably thinking the other lane continues) and then needing to get back in because in reality it was merging. 
This particular situation did not include any regular lane markings beyond the channelizing line before going to 
the dotted line. Mainline warning signs for the merge are present. Are any other districts seeing or having this 
reported to them? Phil asked if there were crashes. No. Travis/Turnpike – they use a merge arrow on the 
pavement at the start of the taper and then again half way through. Ron/FHWA – maybe add a merge arrow. 
Duane – No plans to change the dotted line from the standards. Mike/D4 – Will try the arrow.  

 
15) WTS Update Committee Progress .............................................................................. Emily Willis 

The Work Zone Process Review has been completed. While the WTS update remained a focus of the WZ Process 
Review, we were not able to complete the work within the time limits of completing the process review. The 
process review recommended the WTS update committee carry the work forward and create recommendations. 
This committee has continued to meet. ORE will be reaching out to the Districts to schedule in person interviews 
with the DWZTMs, a WTS and a Project Engineer in each district.  

 
ACTION ITEM: ORE to reach out to Districts to schedule in person interviews.. ...................................... PENDING 



 
 
16) Wider Pavement Markings in Work Zones ........................................................... Duane Soisson 

FYI we are working to revise the standards to require that work zone pavement markings match existing 
pavement markings. Barry/Columbus – Wider lines stand out better than the 4”. Travis/Turnpike – 4” temp 
markings are easier to cover with 6” permanent markings so if both 6” now then it will be harder to completely 
cover the temporary marking with the permanent marking. Duane offered that in the reverse (needing to put 
down temp markings over permanent) that it is easier to use 6” temp markings to cover 6” perm markings rather 
than having 4” temp markings and trying to cover 6” perm markings (or needing to remove the 6” perm 
markings and adding 4” temp markings.   

 
ACTION ITEM: ORE to draft proposed changes. For the initial draft consider allowing 4”, 6” 8” and 12” work 
zone markings and defining a variety of scenarios where each width would apply. ............................... PENDING 
 

17) Mind the Queue .............................................................................................. Dennis O’Neil/D12 
Dennis proposed getting a mind the queue program started in Ohio. He gave a presentation with information 
and videos of Tennessee’s program. He asked if anyone was interested in working with him on trying to get this 
started in Ohio to reach out to him. Ron/FHWA – Connected vehicles will help with this in the future. 
Travis/Turnpike – He will forward us details about what they do on the turnpike.  

 
18) Construction Vehicles with Flashers on Behind PB ............................................ Phil Stormer/D7 

D7 noted an issue where construction vehicles behind PB still had their flashing/rotating lights on behind barrier 
wall; however, with the move over law drivers are still getting over causing congestion and queueing in the 
remaining lanes. Phil proposes that we add direction to turn the lights off when behind barrier wall. 
Travis/Turnpike – They require that they turn off the lights and also impose a maximum speed within the closed 
area of 25 mph. (POST MEETING UPDATE: Correction. The Turnpike requires them to turn off their light when 
traveling at posted speeds in an active lane (and to be on during ingress/egress), but not in the closed portion of 
the work zone. They do have a max speed inside the closed portion of the work zone (25 mph)).  

 
ACTION ITEM: ORE/Construction to consider adding requirements to turn off the lights on construction 
vehicles when behind barrier wall. ......................................................................................................... PENDING 

 
 

Next Meeting Please note that about a week after our meeting I 
will be scheduling the meeting date that relates to 

a year into the future (APRIL 2018) in order to 
ensure we have our usual room. I like to keep 4 

dates booked at any one time. 

April 13, 2017 @ 9:00 AM, Room 4A 
 
Future Scheduled Meetings 
July 13, 2017 @ 9:00 AM, Room 4A 
October 12, 2017 @ 9:00 AM, Room 4A 
January 11, 2018 @ 9:00 AM, Room 4A 
TENTATIVE April 12, 2018 @ 9:00 AM, Room TBD 
 
 

 


